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Question to openai.com ChatGPT on 2/7/2023: 

create and describe a new game suitable for two to four players, which uses the 
equipment used in the game Scrabble 
 

ChatGPT response: 

Introducing "Word Duel": 

Word Duel is a word game that can be played by two to four players, using the equipment used 
in Scrabble. The objective of the game is to be the first player to use all of their letter tiles and 
score the highest number of points. 

Gameplay: Each player starts with seven letter tiles. Players take turns placing their tiles on the 
board to form words, either vertically or horizontally. The first word must be placed in the center 
square of the board. Each subsequent word must connect to an existing word on the board. The 
player with the highest-scoring word for that turn earns the points for that word. 

Scoring: Points are scored based on the values of each letter tile, as in Scrabble. There are also 
bonus squares on the board that can multiply the score for a particular word. For example, a 
word placed on a "Double Word" square doubles the total score for that word. 

End of the game: The game ends when one player has used all of their letter tiles or when the 
board is filled and no more words can be formed. The player with the highest score at the end of 
the game wins. 

Word Duel is a fast-paced, strategic game that challenges players to think creatively and make 
smart word choices to maximize their score. It's perfect for word game fans who enjoy the 
challenge of Scrabble and the excitement of a fast-paced game. 
Feedback: thumb down. ChatGPT did not create and describe a new game. Instead, it described 
the existing game of Scrabble. The only thing new is that ChatGPT gave the game a new name 
and claimed that it is new. Which it is not. 


